The Avigilon H5A camera line features our next-generation of video analytics technology which can detect more objects with greater accuracy even in crowded scenes, whether as stationary or moving objects, helping provide detailed information of what is happening on your site so you can take action. Manufactured in America, we stand behind the quality of our H5A cameras with a 5-year warranty.

---

**Form Factor**

- **H5A Box**
- **H5A Bullet**
- **H5A Dome**

**Features**

- **AUTOMATIC IR CUT FILTER**
  Exceptional imaging performance in low-light situations
- **CONTENT ADAPTIVE IR**
  Adjusts IR beam width and illumination settings based on scene conditions to help maximize image quality
- **WEATHER & IMPACT RATED**
  IP66/67 weather rating and IK10 impact rating for vandal resistance
- **5-YEAR WARRANTY**
  Avigilon stands behind the quality of this product with a 5-year warranty
- **ONVIF COMPLIANT**
  Native ONVIF® Profile S and Profile T compliance allows easy integration with existing ONVIF infrastructures
- **H.265 & HDSM SMARTCODEC™ TECHNOLOGY**
  Combines our newest compression technologies to maximize bandwidth and storage savings
- **MADE IN AMERICA*”**
  Built with North American expertise and globally-sourced materials
- **SEAMLESS UPGRADE PATH**
  Compatible with existing industrial designs and accessories for H4A camera line
- **LIGHTCATCHER™ TECHNOLOGY**
  Exceptional detail in low-light setting
- **WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE**
  Capture details in scenes with both very bright and very dark areas
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*With manufacturing facilities in both the United States and Canada, our “Made in America” claim only applies to products from our Plano, Texas facility. © 2019, Avigilon Corporation. All rights reserved. AVIGILON, the AVIGILON logo, AVIGILON CONTROL CENTER, LIGHTCATCHER, and HDSM SmartCodec are trademarks of Avigilon Corporation.